Cyber Intelligence

Protecting vital information assets demands a
full-spectrum cyber approach
In 2010, security and privacy graduated from IT
department concerns. C-suites and boardrooms took
notice of highly visible incidents, ranging from malwareinfected motherboards from top-tier PC manufacturers1,
to information theft from a leading cloud provider2, to
the manipulation of the underlying routing tables of
the internet, redirecting traffic to Chinese networks3.
At the same time, the regulatory environment around
sensitive data protection has become more rigorous,
diverse and complex. Organizations are aware of the
shifting threat profile and are working to deal with
technical barriers as well as sophisticated criminal
elements. Incidents are increasingly originating in the
trust vector – due to inadvertent employee behavior
via the sites they visit, the posts they access on social
media sites or even the devices they bring with them to
the workplace. A “protect-the-perimeter and respondwhen-attacked” mentality is no longer sufficient.
Yet the vast majority of businesses in 2011 have only
limited capabilities to detect and react to point-intime breaches. Vulnerabilities are understood based
on past events – not based on emerging cyber threats
or on the actual risk profile of the organization.

Cyber intelligence represents a vastly more sophisticated
and full set of threat management tactics, providing
tools to move to a more proactive “over the horizon”
threat awareness posture. Cyber analytics looks to detect
patterns across systems, networks, physical security logs
and external cyber-threat intelligence analysis to predict
future attacks. Cyber forensics is moving beyond rootcause analysis to include tracking of where attacks came
from, and detailed tracing of what they were doing
after the infiltration. Cyber logistics adopts an outside-in
view of security, protecting against compromises in
the value chain – from upstream suppliers to personnel
sourcing. Powerful tools can allow advanced incident
response, triaging “how” and “from where” attacks
originated. And cyber security remains a key component
– creating identity, access and control frameworks
to safeguard assets, while embedding enforcement
policies and procedures throughout the organization.
In 2011, security incidents remain nearly unavoidable.
By building cyber intelligence capabilities, the impact
of incidents can be contained, the source of threats
understood, and learnings codified into controls that can
help prevent future incidents. But beyond developing
broader disciplines, organizations must embrace security
and privacy as foundational to their business. Cyber
intelligence efforts need to be championed by the C-suite,
funded as a strategic priority, and empowered to become
part of the operational genome of the company.
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History repeating itself?
Individual cyber intelligence capabilities have been in play for decades, some since the earliest days of IT system design.
Beyond the inflection point of a unified, holistic approach, there have been significant advancements in overall discipline:

What were the challenges?

What’s different in 2011?

Cyber security

• Many cyber security efforts were geared toward
perimeter intrusion protection and detection.
As threats shifted inside the trust zone, new
tools and techniques were needed.
• Identity and access management solutions
were subject to systems silos – with isolated
entitlements, activity logging and controls.
Limited context of surrounding events made
pattern detection of higher-order threats
extremely difficult.
• Technology solutions were manual,
perceived as nuisances to the business and
often circumvented.
• The Chief Security Officer (CSO) or CISO, if
they existed at all, were typically technologists
with deep domain knowledge, but without a
seat in the boardroom.

• Cyber security is increasingly being framed as
a combination of architecture, practices and
processes – with equal focus on internal and
external threats.
• Highly integrated tool sets and investments in
cyber analytics have helped connect dots and
identify previously undetectable exposures.
• Automated identity management tools are
incorporated into day-to-day tasks, including
smart cards, biometrics, fingerprint and
handprint scanners.
• CSO role has become common-place, possessing
a mix of technology and leadership skills and a
seat at the executive table.

Cyber forensics

• Incident investigations would conclude
once root-cause analysis was determined
and cleaned.
• Self-contained analysis was rarely used to
augment existing controls or update policies.
At best, a script was created to improve
response in case of breach recurrence.

• Cyber forensics is now looking beyond the host to
the network layer, determining the source (inside
or outside the organization) of the malware. This
is correlated with other internal and known
external threats using cyber analytics in an
attempt to inform of future vulnerabilities.
• Forensics results are part of a closed-loop cycle in
cyber intelligence, improving directly-affected and
associated controls.

Cyber analytics

• An understanding of the value of  business
analytics, without the models to apply
the patterns.
• Reactive approach to analytics based on
situational awareness and descriptive analysis.

• An established tradecraft of analytics, reinforced
by the realization that threats and opportunities
are often hidden in plain sight.
• Cyber Analytics is predictive, prescriptive and a part
of a closed-loop cycle of continuous refinement
based on other cyber Intelligence activities.

Cyber logistics

• Supplier security reviews were typically limited
to deal signings and cursory annual audits.
• Notable in manufacturing, reliance on several
ever-changing sub-contractors and small
hardware providers – each with their own
risk profile – created potential weaknesses
upstream in the supply chain.
• Personnel checks occurred during hiring or
contracting process – with clearance processing
handled by largely unknown third parties.

• Cyber logistics includes extensive analysis to identify,
assess and mitigate risk posed by vendors subject
to foreign ownership, control or influence (FOCI),
or other significant concerns prior to purchase or
contract award.
• Continuous audit of suppliers, including organization structures, corporate activity (e.g., M&A
transactions) and ongoing verification of integrity
of goods.
• Cyber intelligence strategies include provisions
for personnel security such as verifying legitimacy
of background investigation agencies, proactive
foreign travel risk advisory, and automated
reinvestigations of executives and privileged roles.
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Technology implications
Cyber intelligence is as dependent on governance and organizational change as it is on underlying technology. The tools
themselves are an important part of an increasingly automated foundation for prevention, detection, and response.

Topic

Description

Identity, credential and
access management
(ICAM)

Identity, credential and access management solutions continue to be the foundation for enterprise
risk management – integrated with physical security systems and automated tools for user, asset and
system authentication.

Forensics

Cyber-criminal attacks have increasingly targeted computer memory – avoiding disc scan detection
and circumventing many wireless and disc encryption techniques with in-memory key management.
Traditional network scanning tools must be used to survey the full landscape and identify devices of
interest, which are then treated to a full memory extract to determine any breaches – followed by
code deconstruction, malware analysis and containment.

Analytics

Effectively studying associations between people, organizations and other security-relevant data
elements across systems and organizational boundaries requires broad capabilities, including
data management, performance optimization and advanced analytics - integrated with system
log files, storage, physical security systems and mobile profiles 4. Predictive modeling outputs are
used to automate control updates, complemented by visualization to allow manual exploration of
information. Additional value can be derived by providing insight to line-of-business decision making
– ranging from fraud prevention to vendor management contracting.

Infrastructure
management

A combination of change, device and asset management – reflecting the need to maintain inventory,
monitor usage and promote firmware and operating environment updates to servers, desktops,
mobile devices and physical equipment5.

Secure software
development lifecycle
(SDLC)

Securing the technology value chain by introducing safeguards and controls across design,
development, testing and deployment of IT solutions. With so many organizations dependent on
external consultants, contractors and outsourcing providers, there is a need to control the entire
upstream channel – including data and code being deployed across the enterprise and to customers.
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Lessons from the frontlines
Be careful who you onboard
A government agency had historically performed security
background investigations and adjudicative services using
a labor-intensive, paper-based process supported by
multiple software systems. A cyber logistics effort was
launched to improve screening processes and controls
for personnel employed, assigned or contracted to the
agency – as well as to meet the Intelligence Reform and
Terrorism Prevention Act (IRTPA) requirements that 90%
of security clearance cases be processed within 60 days.
By developing a clearance case management system as
part of their cyber intelligence initiative, the agency was
able to expedite clearance handling, reducing processing
time by 30%. And by integrating with its document
imaging system and risk analysis tools, analysts were able
to search and explore personnel history without violating
personal identifiable information requirements, thereby
allowing at-risk employees to be flagged and investigated.
Hidden in plain sight
A large national bank embarked on a cyber study to
become more cyber-aware and bolder with their fraud
capability. By looking at the exploits targeting peers
they were able to establish linkages between who was
targeting them and what applications they were after.
The effort provided them with the understanding of
how a string of 1s and 0s, resolved into clear indicators
in application logs, can not only detect fraud but can
also predict it. Tradecraft was used to understand
what activities criminals were undertaking to bypass
perceived security measures and harm applications.

Digital footprint in the sand
A financial services institution with greater than 85% of
revenue from on-line services subscribed to a third-party
for anti-phishing services. What they didn’t realize at
the time was that a high-quality source of intelligence is
often inside the data of the company itself: policies, logs
and the rest of the data in their information ecosystem.
Despite longstanding access to this information, and
ongoing review of webserver logs, they had never pieced
together the parts to recognize their threat vulnerability.
By looking at the data differently, considering which
other sites were referring users to their web site and
cross-referencing those to sites not on their accepted
list, they began to treat those visitors with more
caution. As a result, they can now analyze patterns,
peel back the onion with regard to unknown sites, and
subsequently prevent phishing and other attacks.
There are so many directive and prescriptive
efforts, and many times organizations don’t even
get the basic data from logs – either because
logging isn’t turned on, it’s outsourced or it isn’t
archived appropriately. There is a gold mine of
cyber data scattered throughout the enterprise.
Unfortunately, anti-phishing services companies
typically don’t see the threat campaigns as early as
an enterprise can (or does) since attackers make dry
runs on the organization before actually launching the
exploit. Previously considered insignificant, this data
and its patterns provide powerful insight – and can
show the power of understanding the potential impact
of the digital footprints you’re leaving in the sand.

The reality is that criminals have a staggering number of
potential exploits, upwards of 40,000 highly customized
threats for any specific campaign. By understanding what
was unique about their organization and creating a cyber
threat profile, they can now determine when there is
something about their software, supply chain, network
etc. that makes them a more attractive target. As a result,
exploits are now proactively curtailed and the entire
organization can be more predictive and prescriptive.
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Where do you start?
Awareness of cyber threats is no longer an issue. As
governmental agencies brief CEOs and presidents on the
emerging landscape, and headlines paint vivid pictures
of the impact of penetration, exfiltration and extortion,
security should no longer be disregarded as a cost center
buried within the IT organization. But with visibility comes
accountability. Given the immature starting point at
which many companies find themselves with regard to
their security posture, their general sense of urgency is
met with uncertainty about what specific steps to take.
Here are four suggestions to help you get started:
• Threat assessment. Start by understanding the value
of your organization’s assets and current vulnerabilities.
This will guide your entire cyber intelligence strategy, so
take your time to get it right. Specific attention should
be placed on operations in foreign countries, where
the security of the underlying network and physical
infrastructure cannot be assumed.
• Intelligence network. Use industry, government
or third party relationships to establish ongoing
intelligence partnerships to share leading practices,
breach post-mortems and live dynamic intelligent
feeds to drive policy and control refinement.

• Risk management 101. Many cyber security roads
lead to and from an automated identity, credentials
and access management solution. This becomes
the baseline for authentication, entitlements and
information controls. Integrate across internal
transactional and security systems – then expand this
footprint into business partners and any potentially
customer-facing systems according to risk profiles.
• Bring the CSO to the table. CSOs should be both
board-room advisors and general business leaders,
with security domain knowledge but not necessarily
tool-level experience. Many organizations have CSOs
reporting into the Chief Operating Officer (COO) or
Chief Risk Officer (CRO), a noticeable shift from their
legacy in the IT organization.
• Business connection. Use Cyber Intelligence
to enable the reduction of risk and loss to the
business. Determine three to five use cases and
show how it enables the business – saving money
from incident prevention, preventing data leakage
for brand protection etc. – beyond a typical threat
assessment. Know what you have, get access to
it and use it! Like business continuity, it can be an
insurance policy that you’ll hopefully never use.
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Bottom line
Cyber intelligence gives organizations a framework of capabilities commensurate with the dynamic threats they’re
facing. While it’s still necessary to build a rapid detect-and-respond cyber security function, organizations must go
beyond this by adding tools to learn and adapt, protect against upstream threats and connect internal and external
dots to predict future risks. This is critical for organizations that want to take a proactive stance against cyber threats.
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Advanced capabilities in cyber intelligence will be essential in 2011 and beyond. Because of the pervasiveness of
cloud, social computing and mobility technologies, organizations will have even less control over systems, infrastructure and data – many of which are being used more and more at the edge of the enterprise. Establishing a trusted,
secure backbone and set of core services for these disruptive deployments will be a significant factor in their pace
of adoption and their effectiveness. Get it right and you’ll enhance your organization’s competitive posture. Get it
wrong and you may find yourself looking for another job.
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